
Robert Smith 
Geospatial Engineer

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Geospatial Engineer with 4 years of experience in Preparing, maintaining, 
and presenting intelligence displays, reporting, and briefings with the 
creation and use of visual aids and drafting, editing, and proofreading 
documents for publishing, etc.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Geospatial Engineer
ABC Corporation -   2010 – 2014 

Responsibilities:

 Developed and built geodatabases to store data for management 
purposes.

 Ensured all geodatabases were linked properly and the directory was 
easy to find and manage.

 Digitized lines of communication, terrain features, borders, lines of 
sight.

 Transferred the digitized data into shapefiles and filed them into the 
geodatabases under the correct created directory.

 Built, corrected, and organized attributes within the map composition as
well as in the arc catalog.

 Utilized skills in business operations, project management, map product
analysis, multi-user geodatabases, map publishing, checking data 
quality, and using well trained strategic and analytical skills in an 
operational environment to ensure mission accomplishment.

 Analyzed collected military geographic information to produce tactical 
decision aids.

Geospatial Engineer
Delta Corporation -   2009 – 2012 

Responsibilities:

 Extract data from satellite imagery for use in identifying and analyzing 
topographical and cultural features Organize and manage data for 
more.

 Extract geographic data from satellite imagery, aerial photography, and
field reconnaissance Create geographic data and compile them into 
maps Help.

 Geospatial engineers are responsible for using geographic data that 
supports military/civilian operations for Disaster Relief and Homeland 
Security.

 Collected, analyzed, and distributed Geospatial information to represent
the terrain and its possible effects.

 Job Duties Extract geographic data from satellite imagery, aerial 
photography, and field reconnaissance Create geographic data and 
compile them into.

 Extracting geographic data from satellite imagery and aerial 
photography - Utilizing handheld GPS to collect data points through field
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SKILLS

Computer, 
Communication, 
Security.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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reconnaissance.
 Extracts geographic data from satellite imagery, aerial photography, 

and field reconnaissance.

Education

Diploma
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